
 

 

 

Warranty and Service 

 
TESCO has a customer service department dedicated to resolving our customer’s warranty and service issues.  TESCO 

employs two customer service representatives.  If a customer has a warranty issue, we ask them to call our toll free number 

before taking the vehicle to a service facility.  All buses will be delivered with a document stating the warranty procedure.  

A copy of this document has been provided in this proposal. Our customer service team will quickly direct them to the 

proper service facility based on the uniqueness of the issue.  If our customer has a particular service facility that they 

prefer, our customer service department will try to ensure that the customer can use that service facility as long as the 

equipment manufacturer will allow it.  This also applies to customers that have their own in-house service department.     

 

When warranty related service is performed for any non-chassis issue, the service facility will bill TESCO directly and 

TESCO will reimburse the facility.  For chassis related issues, the chassis dealer will bill the chassis OEM directly.   

 

TESCO uses a custom designed issue tracking system to manage warranty issues.  This ensures that each and every issue 

is handled quickly, and professionally.  All notes regarding the issue are entered into this system so that all TESCO 

employees can be up to speed on the situation in seconds.  The issues remain open on the system until the customer has 

stated they are satisfied.  The TESCO management receives regular reports on outstanding issues to ensure the customer 

needs are met.   

 

Turtle Top’s body warranty is the best in the industry.  Turtle Topcan achieve this due to a combination of their superior 

workmanship and quality assurance programs along with the usage of high-grade components resulting in minimal 

warranty claims.  Please see the Turtle Top warranty documentation attached to this bid proposal. 

 

 

IF YOU HAVE ANY WARRANTY REPAIRS NEEDED, PLEASE CONTACT OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

AT (800) 227-3572 BEFORE BRINGING YOUR VEHICLE TO A WARRANTY FACILITY. 

 

Included in this proposal is a list of recommended service facilities for the State of Georgia.   

 

On-Site Technical Support 

 

If the customer has an issue that can’t be resolved over the phone, we have the ability to send a technician to the local 

facility within two days or less to resolve the problem due to the proximity of TESCO to the customers in Georgia.  Our 

primary technician to be sent is Matt Karcsak.  Matt has been a TESCO technician working on Turtle Top vehicles for 

over many years.  He is experienced in all aspects of the vehicle including wheelchair lift, a/c system, heating system, 

electrical systems, power door and the overall body.  Matt is certified by multiple wheelchair lift and air conditioning 

system manufacturers. 

 

In the unlikely event of a circumstance beyond the scope of our technicians, Turtle Top can also send one of their 

experienced technicians to the customer, if needed. 

 

Turtle Top will repay justified warranty claims if the customer decides to perform warranty work on their own.  For a 

large scale warranty issue affecting multiple vehicles, a TESCO technician or a technician from the sub-component with 

the warranty issue will be available to correct the problem at the customer facility. 

 

Matt would also be sent on an as-needed basis to train your technicians along with representatives from Turtle Top and 

each primary sub-component manufacturer. 

 

 


